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On the 18th, Mr. Sturdy left me for Ceylon to attend 

to some Society business there, and on the next 

day, I went on with Harisinhji to his private estate at 

Varal. We reached the confines of the village after 

dusk, and a torchlight procession, with Brahmanic 

chants, floral showers and wreaths, escorted me to 

the Prince's house. Then followed sixteen days of 

sweet rest and friendly intercourse; by day working 

at correspondence and inspecting the farms and 

fruit-gardens, in the evening sitting together on 

Indian carpets laid on the grass, the air perfumed 

with floral scents, my friend and I smoking, his 

beloved wife talking to us in her soft, musical tones, 

and the household servants and feudal retainers 

grouped in the background to listen to the music 

and songs of the Prince's sitar player; above us the 

stars and the azure sky of the Indian night. On the 

evening of the 25th there came a troupe of 

Brahman jugglers and comedians, whose 

performances were most skillful. 



There were plate-spinning on sticks, with bodily 

twists and contortions; dancing on naked sword-

blades with the bare feet, and on wooden sandal-

soles, which had no peg or strap for the toes to catch 

hold of; balancing of a goglet (Indian decanter) of 

black glass on the head, and the working of it 

forward to the nose, backward to the nape of the 

neck, and sidewise to the temples, and many other 

feats of skill, all wonderful. I supposed this was the 

last of them, but the next evening, as we sat out in 

the starlight, there suddenly rose the cry, "Hari! Hari! 

Mahadeva!” at the bottom of the garden, and I saw 

striding towards us a tall majestic figure made up 

like the familiar picture of Siva himself as the Yogi: 

matted locks, staff, tiger-skin mantle and all, a most 

impressive surprise. He came to an appointed spot 

near us, and then we had a sort of mystery play 

enacted, Siva doing a number of asanas, or yogic 

posturings, and other gods performing their 

respective parts with as finished skill as our best 

actors could have done on our prepared stage.



James 3:15-17 

15. This wisdom does not descend from above, 

but is earthly, sensual, demonic.  

16. For where envy and self-seeking exist, 

confusion and every evil thing are there.  

17. But the wisdom that is from above is first 

pure, then peaceable, gentle, willing to yield, 

full of mercy and good fruits, without partiality 

and without hypocrisy. –KJV

St. James the Greater 

by El Greco



In Volume II. of Isis (p. 183 et seq.) the philosophical 

systems of the Gnostics and the primitive Jewish 

Christians, the Nazarenes and the Ebionites, are fully 

considered. They show the views held in those days—

outside the circle of Mosaic Jews—about Jehovah. He 

was identified by all the Gnostics with the evil, rather 

than with the good principle. For them, he was Ilda-

Baoth, "the son of Darkness," whose mother, Sophia 

Achamoth, was the daughter of Sophia, the Divine 

Wisdom (the female Holy Ghost of the early 

Christians)—Akâsa;† while Sophia Achamoth 

personified the lower Astral Light or Ether. Ilda-

Baoth,‡ or Jehovah, is simply one of the Elohim, the 

seven creative Spirits, and one of the lower Sephiroth.  

† The astral light stands in the same relation to Akâsa and 

Anima Mundi, as Satan stands to the Deity. They are one and 

the same thing seen from two aspects: the spiritual and the 

psychic—the super-ethereal or connecting link between 

matter and pure spirit, and the physical. See for the 

difference between nous, the higher divine wisdom, and 

psyche, the lower and terrestrial (St. James iii. v. 15-17). Vide 

"Demon est Deus inversus," Part II. of this volume. 

‡ Ilda-Baoth is a compound name made up of Ilda, , "a 

child," and Baoth; both from  the egg, and  Baoth, 

"chaos," emptiness, void, or desolation; or the child born in 

the egg of Chaos, like Brahmâ.

VERSE 5 

At the fourth (Round, or 

revolution of life and being 

around “the seven smaller 

wheels”) (a), the sons are told 

to create their images. One 

third refuses. Two (thirds) 

obey.  

The curse is pronounced; they 

will be born on the fourth, 

suffer and cause suffering; 

this is the First War.



They will see then that the word “darkness” 

does not apply to man’s spiritual eyesight, but 

indeed to “Darkness,” the absolute, that 

comprehendeth not (cannot cognize) transient 

light, however transcendent to human eyes. 

Demon est Deus inversus. The devil is now 

called Darkness by the Church, whereas, in the 

Bible he is called the “Son of God” (see Job), 

the bright star of the early morning, Lucifer 

(see Isaiah). –SD1:70









He produces from himself seven other Gods, 

"Stellar Spirits" (or the lunar ancestors*), for they 

are all the same.† They are all in his own image 

(the "Spirits of the Face"), and the reflections one 

of the other, and have become darker and more 

material as they successively receded from their 

originator. They also inhabit seven regions 

disposed like a ladder, as its rungs slope up and 

down the scale of spirit and matter.‡ With Pagans 

and Christians, with Hindus and Chaldeans, with 

the Greek as with the Roman Catholics—with a 

slight variation of the texts in their interpretations

—they all were the Genii of the seven planets, as 

of the seven planetary spheres of our septenary 

chain, of which Earth is the lowest. (See Isis, Vol. II. 

p. 186.) This connects the "Stellar" and "Lunar" 
Spirits with the higher planetary Angels and 
the Saptarishis (the seven Rishis of the Stars) of 

the Hindus—as subordinate Angels (Messengers) 

to these "Rishis," the emanations, on the 

descending scale, of the former.
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Such, in the opinion of the philosophical 

Gnostics, were the God and the Archangels now 

worshipped by the Christians! The "Fallen 

Angels" and the legend of the "War in Heaven" is 

thus purely pagan in its origin and comes from 

India via Persia and Chaldea. The only reference 

to it in the Christian canon is found in 

Revelations xii., as quoted a few pages back. 

Thus "SATAN," once he ceases to be viewed in the 

superstitious, dogmatic, unphilosophical spirit of 

the Churches, grows into the grandiose image of 

one who made of terrestrial a divine MAN; who 

gave him, throughout the long cycle of Maha-

kalpa the law of the Spirit of Life, and made him 

free from the Sin of Ignorance, hence of death. 

(See the Section On Satan in Part II. Vol. II.)
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 STANZA VI, Continued. 

6. The Older Wheels rotated downward and 

upward (a). . . .  The Mother’s spawn filled the 

whole (Kosmos).* There were battles fought 

between the Creators and the Destroyers, and 

battles fought for Space; the seed appearing 

and reappearing continuously (b).† 

(a) Here, having finished for the time being 
with our side-issues—which, however they 
may break the flow of the narrative, are 
necessary for the elucidation of the whole 
scheme—the reader must return once more to 
Cosmogony. The phrase "Older wheels" refers 
to the worlds or Globes of our chain as they 
were during the "previous Rounds." The present 
Stanza, when explained esoterically, is found 
embodied entirely in the Kabalistic works. 
Therein will be found the very history of the 
evolution of those countless Globes which 
evolve after a periodical Pralaya, rebuilt from 
old material into new forms. 
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The previous Globes disintegrate and reappear 
transformed and perfected for a new phase of life. 
In the Kabala, worlds are compared to sparks which 
fly from under the hammer of the great Architect—
LAW, the law which rules all the smaller Creators. 

The following comparative diagram shows the 
identity between the two systems, the Kabalistic 
and the Eastern. The three upper are the three 
higher planes of consciousness, revealed and 
explained in both schools only to the Initiates, the 
lower ones represent the four lower planes—the 
lowest being our plane, or the visible Universe. 

These seven planes correspond to the seven states 
of consciousness in man. It remains with him to 
attune the three higher states in himself to the 
three higher planes in Kosmos. But before he can 
attempt to attune, he must awaken the three 
"seats" to life and activity. And how many are 
capable of bringing themselves to even a 
superficial comprehension of Atma-Vidya (Spirit-
Knowledge), or what is called by the Sufis, Rohanee!
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The following comparative diagram shows 
the identity between the two systems, the 
Kabalistic and the Eastern. The three upper 
are the three higher planes of consciousness, 
revealed and explained in both schools only 
to the Initiates, the lower ones represent the 
four lower planes—the lowest being our 
plane, or the visible Universe. 

These seven planes correspond to the seven 
states of consciousness in man. It remains 
with him to attune the three higher states in 
himself to the three higher planes in Kosmos. 
But before he can attempt to attune, he must 
awaken the three "seats" to life and activity. 
And how many are capable of bringing 
themselves to even a superficial 
comprehension of Atma-Vidya (Spirit-
Knowledge), or what is called by the Sufis, 
Rohanee!
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† The word "Archetypal" must not be taken 
here in the sense that the Platonists gave to it, 
i.e., the world as it existed in the Mind of the 
Deity; but in that of a world made as a first 
model, to be followed and improved upon by 
the worlds which succeed it physically—
though deteriorating in purity.



‡These are the four lower planes of Cosmic 
Consciousness, the three higher planes 
being inaccessible to human intellect as 
developed at present. The seven states of 
human consciousness pertain to quite 
another question.
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Arabic: Ruh 
Hebrew: Ruah 
Egyptian: Ru

Egyptian False Door

Ru: Egyptian; A gate, outlet; when 
referred to the heavens, that place in the 
northern sky in which the sun is said to 
be reborn; mystically, that place whence 
proceeded the primeval light, 
“synonymous with ‘cosmic womb’ –TG



In Section the VIIth of this Book, in Sub-section 

3, the reader will find a still clearer explanation 

of the above in the Commentary upon 

Saptaparna—the man-plant. See also the 

Section of that name in Part II.  

(b) "The Seed appears and disappears 

continuously." Here "Seed" stands for "the 

World-germ," viewed by Science as material 

particles in a highly attenuated condition, but 

in Occult physics as "Spiritual particles," i.e., 

supersensuous matter existing in a state of 

primeval differentiation.* In theogony, every 

Seed is an ethereal organism, from which 

evolves later on a celestial being, a God.
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STANZA V I I 

(3) When the one becomes two — the 
“three-fold” appears (a).  The three are 
(linked into) one; and it is our thread, O 
Lanoo, the  heart of the man-plant, called 
Saptaparna (b).  

The concluding sentence of this sloka shows 

how archaic is the belief and the doctrine that 

man is seven-fold in his constitution.  The  thread 

of being which animates man and passes 

through all his personalities, or rebirths on this 

Earth (an allusion to Sutratma), the thread  on 

which moreover all his “Spirits” are strung — is 

spun from the  essence of the “ threefold,” the 

“fourfold” and the “fivefold” ;  which  contain all 

the preceding…  

Meanwhile it is evident that “the  Man-Plant,” 

Saptaparna, thus refers to the seven principles, 

and man  is compared to the seven-leaved plant 

of this name so sacred among  Buddhists. –
SD1:231, 236

Saptaparna
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World-germs: A metaphor for cosmic 

monads, fundamental elementary 

principles of all ancient religious and 

philosophical systems. Each monad is an 

eternal cosmic unity, albeit they appear, 

disappear, and reappear during the 

eternally revolving cosmic cycles. In 

themselves they are divine 

consciousness-centers, divine-spiritual 

particles, points of abstract, conscious, 

cosmic substance existing during 

manvantaras in a state of primeval 

differentiation. The world-germs, are 

scattered like spawn throughout space. 

Each one pursues its karmic destiny, 

descending from a state of pure spirit 

through various phases by emanating 

from itself a series of sheaths or veils until 

the karmic limit has been reached, when 

each has become the cosmic spirit of a 

universe, world, sun, planet, etc., as the 

case may be. The spiritual essence of any 

world-germ or cosmic monad at no time 

actually descends or leaves its own high 

plane or status, but in the words of 

Krishna in the Bhagavad-Gita, each 

establishes a world, universe, or hierarchy 

with karmically destined portions of itself, 

and yet remains separate, transcendent. 

During the course of this descent into 

manifestation, fohat sets in motion the 

primordial world-germs, the aggregation 

of cosmic atoms and matter, some one 

way, some another. The world-germs 

come into frequent meetings and 

separations, or collisions and partings, 

until forming their final cosmic 

aggregation; afterwards as individuals 

they pass through the nebular phase and 

then become comets in space. –TG 
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*To see and appreciate the difference—the 

immense gulf that separates terrestrial matter 

from the finer grades of supersensuous matter—

every astronomer, every chemist and physicist 

ought to be a psychometer, to say the least; he 

ought to be able to sense for himself that 

difference in which he now refuses to believe. 

Mrs. Elizabeth Denton, one of the most learned, 

and also one of the most materialistic and 

sceptical women of her age—the wife of 

Professor Denton, the well-known American 

geologist and the author of "The Soul of 

Things"—was, nevertheless, one of the most 

wonderful psychometers some years ago.
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The astral light is nature’s storehouse of the 

images of events, and contact with the object 

puts the psychometer in rapport with the 

impressions concerned. The psychometer brings 

his inner self in contact with the “soul” of the 

object. But as the phenomena involve the 

properties of planes other than the physical, any 

attempt to explain them in terms of the physical 

plane must necessarily be limited. –TG
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geologist and the author of "The Soul of 

Things"—was, nevertheless, one of the most 

wonderful psychometers some years ago.

VERSE 6 

The Older Wheels rotated 

downward and upward (a)…. 

The Mother’s spawn filled the 

whole (Kosmos).* There were 

battles fought between the 

Creators and the Destroyers, 

and battles fought for Space; 

the seed appearing and 

reappearing continuously (b).†





This is what she described in one of her 

experiments; with a particle of a meteorite placed 

on her forehead, in an envelope, the lady, not being 

aware of what it contained, said: 

    "What a difference between that which we 

recognise as matter here and that which seems like 

matter there! In the one, the elements are so coarse 

and so angular, I wonder that we can endure it all, 

much more that we can desire to continue our 

present relations to it; in the other, all the elements 

are so refined, they are so free from those great, 

rough angularities, which characterize the elements 

here, that I can but regard that as by so much the 

more than this, the real existence." (Vol. III. p. 345-6.)
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In the "beginning," that which is called in mystic 

phraseology "Cosmic Desire" evolves into absolute 

Light. Now light without any shadow would be 

absolute light—in other words, absolute 

darkness—as physical science seeks to prove. 

That shadow appears under the form of 

primordial matter, allegorized—if one likes—in 

the shape of the Spirit of Creative Fire or Heat. If, 

rejecting the poetical form and allegory, science 

chooses to see in this the primordial Fire-Mist, it 

is welcome to do so. Whether one way or the 

other, whether Fohat or the famous FORCE of 

Science, nameless, and as difficult of definition as 

our Fohat himself, that Something "caused the 

Universe to move with circular motion," as Plato 

has it; or, as the Occult teaching expresses it:
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1. . . . The last vibration of the seventh eternity 
thrills through infinitude. The mother swells, 
expanding from within without, like the bud of 
the lotus. 

2. The vibration sweeps along, touching with its 
swift wing the whole universe and the germ that 
dwelleth in darkness : the darkness that breathes 
0ver the slumbering waters of life. . .  

3. Darkness radiates light, and light drops one 
solitary ray into the mother-deep. The ray shoots 
through the virgin egg the ray causes the eternal 
egg to thrill, and drop the noneternal germ, 
which condenses into the world-egg. 

4. Then the three fall into the four. The radiant 
essence becomes seven inside, seven outside. 
The luminous egg, which in itself is three, curdles 
and spreads in milk-white curds throughout the 
depths of mother, the root that grows in the 
depths of the ocean of life.  

5. The root remains, the light remains, the curds 
remain, and still Oeaohoo is one. –SD128-9



 

Mr. B. Keightley: Can you give us something 

more definite on what is meant here by 

“Cosmic Desire” which “evolves into absolute 

Light”?  

Mme. Blavatsky: Now there is a question for a 

modest young woman… Nevertheless, I will 

attempt to explain it again in a few words. Pure 

force is the principle of creation and is identical 

with Brahmâ’s will to create. Chaos is absolutely 

limitless, it is the dark shoreless cloud of 

vapors, which gives birth to the universe. 

Now, if you remember that the first of the three 

primordial elements at the first flutter of 

differentiation were and are Chaos and Eros, 

elements that were never conceived (as they 

were co-existent potentiality in all eternity), 

you will perhaps understand that which I say…  

He (Eros) who is now the god of human love 

was simply an abstract idea, an image of the 

Divine creative force—that universal force of 

attraction which causes particles to 

congregate, combine, and correlate, and to 

produce a triad. Well, that creative force is our 

Fohat, who neither creates, nor does he 

produce anything per se by himself, but in 

virtue of his action, elements, as well as beings, 

seek to unite in polarity; from which unison 

results life. Remember that in the first 

cosmogony out of Chaos are born Erebos, and 

Nyx: primordial and already differentiated 

darkness divided into two principles, male and 

female, from which emanate the other two, 

Aether and Hermera, the light of the superior 

regions and that inferior or terrestrial 

atmosphere. Light is born of darkness number 

two (Nyx), darkness on the differentiated plane, 

and that darkness begets light under the 

influence of creative love, or that which is 

called “cosmic desire”; or again Fohat, the 

electric creative principles which make of all 

one, and which produces the three, the 

correlation.  

Mr. B. Keightley: What you have said there is 

very good, and it is a great deal more than you 

have said anywhere in The Secret Doctrine.  

Mme. Blavatsky: But I thought you stood 

there over me when I was writing!  
–SD Dialogues:449-50 
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In Taylor's translation, Plato's discourse upon 

creation is rendered so as to make him say of 

this universe that "He caused it to move with 

circular motion. . . When, therefore, that God who 

is a perpetually reasoning Divinity, cogitated 

about that God (man) who was destined to subsist 

at some certain period of time, He produced his 

body smooth and even, and every way even and 

whole from the centre, and made it perfect. This 

perfect circle of the created God, He decussated in 

the form of the letter X.” –Isis Unveiled v.2, p.469

Vitruvian Man, 

Leonardo da Vinci, 1490



A man is spheroidal in form, he can be 

seen as a circular ring-pass-not, a sphere 

of matter with a nucleus of life at the 

centre. In predicating this we are 

considering the true man in his 

fundamental position as the Ego, with his 

sphere of manifestation, the causal body,

—that body which forms the middle point 

between Spirit and matter. –TCF:248-9 

As nine vibrations, emanating from a 

central point, which, in its pulsation or 

radiations produces three major vibrations 

of great force pursuing a circular activity 

around the centre; the nine vibrations 

pursue a diagonal path until they reach 

the periphery of the egoic sphere of 

influence. At this point they swing around, 

thus forming the well-known spheroidal 

form of the causal body. –TCF:818

.



…or, as the Occult teaching expresses it: 

"The Central Sun causes Fohat to collect primordial 

dust in the form of balls, to impel them to move in 

converging lines and finally to approach each other 

and aggregate." (Book of Dzyan) . . . . .  

“Being scattered in Space, without order or system, 

the world-germs come into frequent collision until 

their final aggregation, after which they become 

wanderers (Comets). Then the battles and struggles 

begin. The older (bodies) attract the younger, while 

others repel them. Many perish, devoured by their 

stronger companions. Those that escape become 

worlds."† 

†When carefully analysed and reflected upon, this 

will be found as scientific as Science could make it, 

even at our late period.
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[Fohat] is the sumtotal of that which is 

active, animated, or vitalized, and of all  

that concerns itself  with the adaptation 

of the form to the needs of the inner 

flame of l ife.  –TCF:44-5



STANZA II  

"AUM," said the Mighty One, and sounded 

forth the Word. The sevenfold waves of 

matter resolved themselves,  and varied 

forms appeared. Each took its place, each 

in the sphere ordained. They waited for 

the sacred flood to enter and to fi l l .  

The Builders responded to the sacred 

sound. In musical collaboration they 

attended to the work. They built  in many 

spheres,  beginning with the third. Upon 

this plane their work commenced. They 

built  the sheath of atma and strung it  to 

its Primary…
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